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Starting the New Chapter in Your Life

Graduation instills a set of mixed emotions. 
On the one hand, you are upset, as you might 
have to leave your friends and carefree lifestyle 
behind. On the other hand, you are excited for the 
new phase in your life. Your career begins here. 
Perhaps, you don’t know how to approach this 
sudden change. How will you get a job? What will 
you do once you get one? Are you ready? What 
will you do next?

You need not worry too much! Bayt.com experts 
have the perfect answers, and this is why this guide 
was made for you.

This guide aims to take away all your fears and 
prepare you for the workplace completely. It will 
cover each of the three topics mentioned here in 
detail in order to help you understand what you 
should and shouldn’t do if you want to succeed in 
your career.

Finding a Job

Your ultimate guide to finding your dream job after 
graduation. We give you advice right from writing 
your CV to evaluating your job offer.

Success at Work

Once you have the job, you must make the most 
of it. We provide tips and tricks that will help you 
succeed at work in no time.

Work-life Balance

Sometimes, you may get stressed because of the 
workload. Look no further, these articles will help 
you become great at balancing life and work.

The Bayt.com Fresh Graduate’s Guide to Workplace Success

In this Guide:
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Finding a job that is well suited for you is the first step towards a success-
ful career. Most graduates feel that the job market in the Middle East and 
North Africa (MENA) is not conducive for them. It’s natural to feel like this, 
especially since you are fresh out of college. However, if you use the right 
strategies, you can make the job market work in your favor. 

Part 1:

Finding a Job

Content
Finding Your First Job
Making a Brand Out of yourself
The Power CV
The Cover Letter
How to Impress at Your First Job Interview
Questions to Ask the Interviewer
Job Interview Q&A
How to Be the Best Intern Ever
Evaluating Your Job Offer
The Do’s And Don’ts of Salary Negotiation
Quiz: Job Search Tactics
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Finding Your First Job

Anyone faced with the daunting task of 
finding their first job are likely to find themselves 
in a quandary of perplexing proportions. Their 
CVs are thin, if not non-existent, their industry 
knowledge is limited, and their contacts in the 
business world are few and far between. To help 
you out with your first job, here are a few steps 
that are essential for success provided by the 
career experts at Bayt.com.

1. Know yourself

You will not sound very convincing to a 
prospective employer if you are not convinced 
of your strengths and weaknesses and that 
you will be an asset to their team. Take the 
time to understand what types of jobs interest 
you, what areas you would enjoy and excel 
in, and what skills/competencies you have 
that can translate in meaningful ways to the 
jobs you are applying for. Prepare an honest 
detailed personal inventory of your unique skills, 
strengths and weaknesses and use it to hone 

Finding Your First Job

in on the industry, companies and positions you 
think you can do best in.

Various books are available for fresh grads and 
people contemplating a career transition that 
help them identify their areas of strength and 
steer their job search in the right direction. In 
addition, there are a number of personality 
tests, many of which can be taken free online, 
that can help shed light on suitability for various 
professions. It is also very helpful to talk to 
peers, professors and family members who 
know you well to get an added perspective. 
If you are unsure what different types of 
jobs entail, there is no substitute for talking 
to people inside the industry and asking the 
types of questions that would help you identify 
whether this is indeed an area you could excel 
in. 

2. Focus

Once you have identified the areas you are 
interested in and believe you can excel in, 
focus your efforts accordingly. Your CV and 

cover letter should be uniquely tailored to 
those professions and industries, as should 
your research activities, networking activities, 
and any training activities you undertake. 
Start reading the industry journals, attending 
industry events, and widening your circle of 
contacts within the industry. Envision yourself 
obtaining and succeeding in the position you 
are targeting and then work backwards to see 
how you got there.

Image by  Alejandro Escamilla
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Finding Your First Job

3. Research

Research should be the core and foundation of 
your job search activities. It will help you identify 
what companies, departments and positions to 
target, and will uncover who is hiring in your 
target segments. The more you research your 
target industries, the more cognizant you will 
become of what a typical job in your target area 
entails, where the overall industry is heading, 
and where the best jobs are. Read industry 
journals and look up the websites of your target 
companies. Read their press and talk to as many 
people as you can within the industry to gain 
more perspective. 

Research will also uncover jobs in the «hidden» 
job market, i.e. jobs that are filled by referrals 
and word-of-mouth without being advertised. 

Websites such as Bayt.com are ideal for 
positioning your CV within the hidden job 
market as a large number of companies use the 
website to find candidates without necessarily 
advertising their jobs.

4. Perfect your toolkit

Your CV and cover letter are usually the first 
interaction you will have with a potential 

employer, so use them to leave a positive and 
high-impact first impression. Make sure the 
format, content, and flow of both is professional 
and appropriate. If you are uncomfortable 
creating your own CV, have experts prepare 
it for you. Companies such as Bayt.com have 
dedicated CV Writing experts who cater to job 
seekers who prefer to outsource the writing of 
their CVs to professionals.

Many new graduates have no work experience 
and are unsure what to put on their CV. Here is 
where your education and activities during your 
college years must be highlighted. Highlight in 
your CV and/or cover letter all the activities that 
have prepared you directly for the job at hand, 

including any relevant courses, related research, 
special papers or publications, leadership 
positions, internships, volunteer work, student 
or professional organizations, etc. Spend a lot 
of time elaborating on skills you have acquired 
such as cmputer skills, languages, presentation 
skills, project management skills, writing skills, 
etc. 

5. Treat the job search as a full-time job

Approach the job search methodically, logically, 
and systematically applying the same discipline 
and organizational skills you would apply to a 
real job.
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Finding Your First Job

6. Widen the net

Finding that first job is like swimming upstream, 
so set a realistic game plan and maximize the 
number of companies you target in your field. 
Talk to friends, alumni, peers, family, as well 
as career advisors at your college, and make 
sure your CV is circulating in the right groups. 
Placing your CV on a website like Bayt.com 
vastly increases its visibility and gives you access 
to thousands of positions.

7. Prepare for the interview

Employers are primarily looking for candidates 
who have the right kind of experience, can do 
the job, and will fit in well with the company 
culture. With fresh grads, experience is less 
relevant; whether you can do the job and fit in 
seamlessly with the culture become far more 
important at this stage. The employer may ask 
you during the interview to demonstrate how 
you would actually do a specific part of the 
job, be it dealing with a difficult client, selling 
the company product or service, solving a 
problem, etc. The employer will also want to 
know what aspects of your past endeavors 
position you directly for the job you are 

applying for. A plethora of literature exists 
on common interview questions and what 
employers are looking for during an interview. 
Be prepared. Above all, act professional and 
display enthusiasm, a willingness to learn, and 
a knowledge of the company, its products, and 
the industry in general.

I was a recent graduate 
with a Bachelor’s degree 
in Civil Engineering, when 
I applied for a job on 
Baytcom. Within 10 days 
of registration I was called 
by NRC to be interviewed, 
and today I am still working 
with the engineering 
department at NRC. I have 
been working with them 
for more than a year now. I 
have learned a lot and I am 
still am learning.

How I Found 
My First Job 
on Bayt.com

Rakan Abulawi

Image by  Nic McPhee
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Making a Brand of Yourself

Miuccia Prada once said, “What you wear is how you present yourself to the 
world, especially today, when human contacts are so quick. Fashion is instant language.”

In fashion, your personal style reflects who you are, what you stand for, and what you 
do. It is a great way to express yourself. And just as you use fashion to build your unique 
personal identity in real life, the Internet is here to help you build your unique online 
identity, or your online personal brand.

Making a Brand of Yourself

Image by Rupert Ganzer

Building the brand 
called YOU!  
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Making a Brand of Yourself

Steps for Creating Your Unique Personal Brand
Step 1: Define your overall aspirations 
Be specific and clearly define your goals and objectives. Is it to become 
known as the best project manager in a certain industry? Obtain the 
job of Creative Director at a large advertising agency? Become VP of 
Marketing? Be specific of what you want to achieve.

Step 2: Conduct research 
How are those who have made it to where you want to be conducting 
their personal branding efforts? What can you learn from them? Who 
are your competitors and what are they doing to brand themselves?

Step 3: Determine your brand attributes 
What do you want your personal brand to convey? What adjectives do 
you want people to associate with you?

Step 4: Assess your current state 
How do people currently perceive you? How large is the gap between 
the current you and the person you want others to perceive you to 
be? 

Step 5: Create your game plan 
Your game plan should include more than just branding yourself in 
social media – it needs to include all aspects of you. Defining your plan 
needs to be very wholistic and include attire, hair, makeup, behavior, 
and verbal and non-verbal communication.

Step 6: Manage your brand effectively 
Proactively manage all aspects of your brand, ensuring these aspects 
are in sync and that they continue to reinforce your brand attributes. 

Image by Rupert Ganzer

Why is it 
important?
Personal branding 
is very powerful 
because it sends 
a clear, consistent 
message about 
who you are and it 
helps you become 
known for what 
you’re good at.

Why is it about 
online? 
Having a polished 
online presence 
is very important 
as 84% of MENA 
employers take the 
time to research 
candidates online 
before making a 
final decision.

What is a 
personal brand?
Your personal 
brand reflects who 
you are. This means 
creating a realistic 
assessment of your 
strengths, what you 
love doing, and the 
skills that you’ve 
mastered or are 
working to master. 
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The Power CV

Your CV is your gateway to the universe 
of career opportunities, and investing in the 
right focus, structure, phrasing, and syntax at 
this early stage of the job search process will 
reap tremendous rewards and open doors to 
the next critical stage: the Interview. Below, 
the career experts at Bayt.com have identified 
some of the key factors that differentiate a 
successful CV from others that never make it 
through the search.

1. Focused

A good CV shows clarity of vision. The 
jobseeker knows what it is they are looking 
for, and has clearly highlighted what attributes/ 
skills/ experience they have that will enable 
them to succeed in that direction. You will win 
the interview primarily on the strength of your 
skills/experience and their direct relevance to 
the job at hand. Vague/ fuzzy statements in 
the title, objectives or experience sections will 
lessen the impact of your CV.

The Power CV

2. Truthful

Exaggerated claims on a CV are easily detected. 
To avoid embarrassment, you should be as 
factual and accurate as possible. Omit details 
that don’t make you look good at the CV stage 
(e.g. a less-than-attractive GPA or the fact 
that you were terminated from a job). Do not 
present facts that cannot be substantiated, 
but do highlight your areas of strength in the 
best possible light and without adding glaring 
misrepresentations.

3. Professional

The structure of the CV is critical and a sound 
CV follows these simple guidelines:

1. Clearly defined and catchy objective that 
makes an employer want to read more.

2. Work experience arranged in chronological 
order to clearly show career progression with 
the strongest and most recent positions getting 
the most attention. Job descriptions should 
be concise and impressive using strong action 

verbs and data to support claims wherever 
possible. 

3. Education and qualifications should be 
organized to maximize impact and relevance. 
Wherever possible, they should show a 
commitment to career development (e.g. 
ongoing courses, seminars, or workshops 
related to job). 
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The Power CV

4. Achievements and affiliations details will 
highlight professional roles above and beyond 
direct job responsibilities (e.g. Chairman 
of University Student Union). This area is 
particularly important for fresh graduates who 
do not have a lot of direct job experience. 

7. Attractive

The most impressive content will barely get 
gleaned over if the general layout is not user-
friendly. Some simple rules are to avoid clutter, 
use short sentences and bullet points wherever 
appropriate, and use headings and dates that 
are clearly differentiated from other text 

8. Simple

Avoid jargon and flowery anecdotes. Deliver 
messages in the most concise, impressive, and 
relevant light. A successful CV will be well-
researched and will be honed down to contain 
many of the exact skills and attributes an 
employer has utilized in his job search.
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The Cover Letter

A cover letter introduces you to a potential employer and lends your CV a more 
personal touch. It should communicate to the employer your objectives and interest in 
the company, as well as your skills and experience. Use it to grab an employer’s attention 
and highlight any special attributes that make you uniquely qualified for the job. A 
successful cover letter will leave the employer with a favorable impression of you and 
will make them interested in reading your CV. We recommend you include a cover letter 
every time you send out a CV.

Highlight Your Special 
Attributes 

Image by  Jo Naylor

The Cover Letter
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The Cover Letter

Tips and Examples for Building Your Cover Letter:

1. Introductory paragraph examples 
”With just less than 7 weeks until my graduation from (name of 
school) with a (type of degree) in (area of study), I am eager to gain 
and learn some practical experience and apply my skills.”

“(Name of person) at (name of company) mentioned that you are 
looking for an enthusiastic candidate to develop, etc.”

“My interest in the (position) recently advertised has prompted me to 
forward my CV for your consideration.”

2. Body examples

”I  would like to be part of an organization that offers (potential 
growth, advancement opportunities, stability, etc.).”

“My background in (e.g. graphic design) would be a great asset to your 
company’s work in (e.g. advertisement).”

“I have received several commendations for my dedication and 
professionalism, and continually received recognition for my 
communication skills and leadership excellence.”

“I have a record of outstanding success in the management of (e.g. 
corporate financial operations) in multinational and international 
environments.”

“My experience has encompassed the successful management of (e.g. 
corporate real estate/ human resources/ general operations).”

Image by Rupert Ganzer

Introductory paragraph tips

Use this paragraph to introduce yourself, your capabilities, and skills.

If you mention where you learned about the job opening, try to write 
a sentence or two about the research you have done about the 
company. 

Body tips

Try not to use a tone that is too formal when writing your cover letter. 
Personalize it in order to show the employer your professional and 
personal qualities.

Try to only include vital information that will directly show the hiring 
manager what you can do for the company.

Double-check for spelling and grammar mistakes!
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Making a Brand of Yourself

3. Concluding paragraph examples 
”The enclosed CV is a brief summary of my qualifications. I would be 
delighted to meet with you in a personal interview and will call your 
office during the week of (date).”

“Thank you in advance for your consideration. You can reach me on 
my home number indicated above should you desire to contact me. 
I would be happy to make myself available for a personal interview at 
your convenience.”

Follow what career experts at Bayt.com have provided above and you 
will be able to build a succesful cover letter. 

Image by Rupert Ganzer

Concluding paragraph tips

State in the concluding paragraph that you will call on a specific week 
or day in the near future. 

Remember to thank the recipient for his/her time and cooperation.

Do not forget to attach your CV!

Always end formally, with sincerely or regards.
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How to Impress at Your First Job Interview

Abraham Lincoln once said, “If I had six 
hours to chop down a tree, I’d spend the 
first hour sharpening the ax.” The same rule 
applies to leaving a good impression during 
an interview. Never go in unprepared. Let us 
quickly review some of the most important 
parts of your interview that would help increase 
your chances of securing the job:

1. Personal grooming

In the Middle East - just like anywhere else - 
the way you look plays a big part of your first 
impression at a job interview. In fact, looking the 
part has a major impact on the success of a job 
interview. 76.4% of respondents in a Baytcom 
poll on the influence of personal appearance 
on hiring decisions said that employers in the 
region make a decision based on a candidate’s 
physical appearance. Good personal grooming 
and style show an interest in the position and 
are demonstrative of good character 

You do not necessarily need to defy the 

How to Impress at Your First Job Interview 

norms. Keep the company’s overall corporate 
structure in perspective while also considering 
the weather conditions and your own style. You 
wouldn’t want to feel uncomfortable in your 
interview because of the way you dress.

2. Being on time

Punctuality is one way of showing your 
seriousness in getting the job. Therefore, you 
need to sort out the modalities of reaching 
your interview destination in time. Make sure 
to choose the fastest means of transportation. 
Ideally, you should have an idea of the location. 
Google Maps can definitely help you reach 
your destination. Make sure to have 15 to 25 
minutes extra provision for traffic jams. Also 
make sure you have the company’s phone 
number to call them in case you need to 
come late or postpone the interview. 13.8% of 
employers in the MENA consider arriving late 
as one of the most common mistakes that job 
seekers make in an interview.

3. Researching the company

You need to spend a reasonable amount of time 
understanding the organization in which you 
are going for an interview. Most big companies 
have comprehensive websites with complete 
information about their founders, products and 
services, mission, vision, and values.

Image by  bpsusf
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How to Impress at Your First Job Interview

For example, if you are applying for a marketing 
position, you must know the company’s flagship 
products or services. A quick overview of 
competitors would give you an edge over other 
candidates. Similarly, you must also prepare for 
questions regarding the challenges faced by the 
company in developing its market and ways in 
which they can be overcome.

Another example would be a human resources 
position. Here, you would need to research 
labor laws, along with recruitment, training, and 
development issues. You should also have a 
detailed overview of the company’s workforce 
and the role you can play, as an HR professional, 
in leveraging the available talent pool to give 
the company a competitive edge.

4. Composure

You may land in an altogether different 
interview situation. Therefore, do not presume 
any set of conditions or expectations 
beforehand. Some companies conduct one-
on-one interviews while others prefer panel 
interviews. Therefore, be mentally prepared 
for any change in the interviewing style. 
Interviewers have different personalities. Make 

sure you adjust yourself to the interviewer’s 
personality type. 

5. Self-confidence

Be assertive in what you say. Do not argue with 
the interviewer. Make sure to remain polite at

all times. Avoid indulging in long arguments. 
Give valid examples to prove your point. Ask 
questions, and try to remain short and to the 
point.

6. EQ (Emotional Intelligence)

Job roles that require handling high pressure 
situations need people with a high EQ. If 
you are applying for that kind of position, 
you must demonstrate your ability to handle 
pressure situations. The interviewer will ask you 
questions about how you handled a difficult 
situation. You need to give an example of a 
situation where you were under pressure and 
how you handled it. Make sure you are well-
prepared for these types of questions.

Making the right impression at a job interview 
isn’t hard if you keep in mind these three basic 
rules: First, look the part and arrive on time. 
Second, research the company. Finally, stay 
confident and assertive in what you say, and 
don’t be afraid to ask meaningful questions. 
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Questions in a Job Interview

According to the career experts at Bayt.com asking questions to the interviewer 
is not only expected, but also makes you look more interested (and interesting) to the 
interviewer. Provided, of course, that the questions are intelligent and show you in 
a positive light. Moreover, beyond asking questions to demonstrate your proactivity 
and intellect, this is the time to ascertain whether the job is suitable for you and to 
determine the actual nature of the job role.

Questions in a Job Interview

Questions You Can 
Ask the Interviewer

                                                                    Image by  Samuel Mann
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Questions in a Job Interview

The following are just a few questions that can be asked 
to know what you’re getting yourself into:
Why is this position open? 

What level of experience are you looking for in the person who will fill 
this role? 

What kind of training would be available? 

What would my initial responsibilities on the job be? 

What would a typical day look like in terms of projects, responsibilities, 
and deadlines? 

Can you tell me more about the team I would be working with? 

What objectives would you like the person in this role to accomplish? 

Is there a specific career path that I would have with your company? 

What are some of the most difficult problems I might face in this role? 

What resources would the person in this role have in terms of 
support, budget, etc.?

What significant changes do you foresee in the company in the near 
future? 

In what areas do you consider your company to have the greatest 
strength? 

How would my performance be evaluated in this position? 

Image by  Samuel Mann
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Whatever the mind of 
man can conceive and 

believe, it can achieve.
-Napoleon Hill

The Bayt.com Fresh Graduate’s Guide to Workplace Success Image by  Leonardo Pallotta
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Finding Your First Job

Here are some potential questions an 
interviewer might ask, and the best answers you 
can give:

1. Tell me about yourself

Keep your answer short and focused on your 
professional goals and aspirations. This is not 
an invitation to dwell on personal relationships, 
childhood experiences, family, etc. A brief 
history of your education, career, and special 
interests is what is called for here capped with 
why you are interested in and uniquely qualified 
for this particular career and job, and how you 
expect to make a firm and solid contribution. 

2. Why are you applying for this job?

Show interest and demonstrate that you have 
researched the job and know what you are 
getting into. Bring up evidence from past work/ 
studies that supports your interest in this role 
and any skills you have acquired in preparation 

Job Interview Q&A

for the role. You can say something like ‘I would 
like to work for a leader in innovative network 
and telecommunications solutions and my 
college degree in computational mathematics 
has given me a solid background for this role. 

3. What do you know about our company?

Indicate what you have learnt from your 
research activities - from the company’s annual 
reports to newspapers, word-of-mouth, other 
employees, etc. Use this to show that you have 
done your homework, know what to expect, 
and are genuinely interested in working with 
them.

4. What makes you qualified for this job?

Again, explain that you are very interested 
in the job and demonstrate why your past 
experiences, education and qualifications make 
you ideal for the job. Show enthusiasm and 
support your answers with evidence whenever 
you can (e.g. my summer internship at Citibank 

gave me broad exposure to the area of equity 
analysis and I think I can apply many of the tools 
I learnt there in this job). Elaborate on all the 
past experiences and skill sets that make you 
uniquely positioned for the job.
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How to Be the Best Intern Ever

5. What do you look for in a job?

Be honest. Also mention keywords such 
as challenging, steep learning curve, good 
work culture, demanding or rewarding work, 
opportunities for advancement and growth, a 
good team environment, opportunity to build 
and maintain client relationships, etc.

6. Why should we hire you?

Because you have all the experiences/traits/
skills/credentials needed for the role and in 
addition to being qualified, you are enthusiastic, 
intelligent, hardworking, flexible, committed 
and willing to learn, and have a track record of 
personal and professional success. Show them 
how you will be an asset to their team who will 
contribute to meeting the company’s goals and 
targets. Also mention any key relationships you 
may have that would assist you on the job. 

7. Why do you want to work for us (as 
opposed to competitors)?

Demonstrate that you know something about 
the company, that you believe they are leaders/ 
innovators in what they do, or you think their 
work culture is exactly what you are looking 

for, or that you like their product(s), or have 
friends who work there and have always been 
attracted to the company, etc. Indicate that 
this is a company where you feel you can 
make a meaningful and significant contribution 
and mention why you believe so. Flatter the 
company and show you have done your 
research about it and see yourself as a valuable 
long-term member of their team.

8. What can you do for us that someone else 
can’t?

Demonstrate key strengths, skills and personal 
characteristics. Also show that you have 
thought about the contribution you would like 
to make and already envision yourself making 
that contribution. Be specific in terms of where 
you see yourself fitting in and what you see 
yourself contributing. The more you can show 
you have genuinely thought about meeting a 
particular need or solving a particular problem 
the company has, the more likely you are to 
impress. Show them that you are a person who 
is willing to go above and beyond the call of 
duty to meet the company’s targets, and can 
find innovative solutions to existing problems. 

What are your strengths?

What in your opinion has contributed to your 
success to-date and will be a valuable attribute 
in this job? Ideally choose strengths that have 
the most bearing on the role you are applying 
for, whether it be technical skills, leadership 
skills, quantitative skills, interpersonal skills, your 
ability to consistently achieve targets, your 
creativity or team player skills, or your ability to 
work well under pressure, etc.
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How to Be the Best Intern Ever

Congratulations, you’ve bagged an internship! You’ve planted the seeds of success 
for a great career. An internship could go two ways. It could either be an amazing 
experience, where you learn a lot, or it could be a waste of your time. In today’s job 
market, it really isn’t easy to find a job. Internships provide a window of opportunities. 
The following tips will help you become the best intern ever.

How to Be the Best Intern Ever

Nail that Internship and 

Get the Job!

Image by  Juhan Sonin
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How to Be the Best Intern Ever

1. Start your internship before it begins

It’s always better to be prepared beforehand. 
You may not have any previous work 
experience, therefore, everything might be new 
for you. Research your job role thoroughly, get 
to know what skills are required and prepare 
yourself. Research the industry you will be 
working in. Connect with employees, perhaps 
your future boss, through social media. Ask 
them if there is anything you can do before the 
job starts. This will show a great initiative on 
your part.

2. Be proactive

During your internship, you will have a certain 
set of daily tasks that you must complete. 
Other times, your boss might give you projects 
to complete over a period of time. If you are 
not getting interesting projects, be proactive 
and ask for them. Don’t be afraid to do so! 
Managers appreciate employees who take 
initiative. If after asking, you don’t get any new 
projects to work on, you can identify a problem 
in the company and take ownership to solve 
it. Once it’s solved, you can present it to your 
manager. 78% of MENA professionals agree 
that their organization encourages new ideas to 

be tried out. So take risks and innovate!

3. Keep asking questions

No question is ever stupid. In fact, the unwise 
thing to do would be to pretend that you 
understand a task, when in fact you don’t! Keep 
asking questions and clear away your doubts.

4. Be flexible and work hard

You should consider being flexible during 
your internship. The point of these two or 
three months is to learn as much as you 
can. If you are asked to be a receptionist for 
a day, go ahead and do it! Who knows what 
you can learn about administrative duties. If 
work is going slow in your department, take 
permission from your direct manager to ask 
the line managers of other departments for 
work. 40% of respondents in the Bayt.com 
‘Fresh Graduates in the Middle East and North 
Africa‘ survey believe that experience in the 
field they want to work in is the most important 
factor when selecting a job. So get as much 
experience as you can and keep pushing 
yourself by working hard.

5. Network as if your life depended on it

You must network in every stage of your 
career, especially during the internship stage. 
Invite your managers and colleagues for coffee. 
Have one-on-one sessions with them. Let 
them know about your passions and interests. 
Ask them for career advice. You can gather a lot 
of information this way such as job openings, 
company culture and strategy, and the way 
things work in the office. These contacts might 
prove useful in the future even if you don’t end 
up getting a full-time job at the company.

6. Learn when to say ‘No’

As an intern, you might be afraid to say ‘no’ 
to a task. You think saying no might create a 
bad impression. However, you might end up 
becoming unhappy with the work you are 
given, and this shouldn’t happen. It’s okay to 
be assertive. If you don’t have enough time or 
the task you have been given doesn’t add any 
value to your career, you can simply say no. But  
always remember to do so politely.
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How to Be the Best Intern Ever

You could say something like “I’m sorry, but I 
cannot do this task as I feel I have the potential 
to do something much more challenging. Can I 
be assigned to another project?”

5. Assess the working conditions

Always dress appropriately and be on time! You 
are most definitely being observed. Be calm and 
composed, even if you have been given a lot of 
work. Show your manager that you can handle 
stressful situations and meet deadlines. Adhere 
to the office rules and talk to your HR manager 
about them. Don’t make silly mistakes such as 
clicking on “reply all” to a company-wide email 
Most importantly, be confident and be real! 
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Evaluating Your Job Offer

You’ve wowed the interview panel, aced 
your assignments and a week down the line - in 
the midst of excitement and anticipation - your 
job offer letter is finally ready. Sigh of relief goes 
here… You are about to get employed! Actually, 
not quite yet.

Based on Bayt.com HR research, the average 
tenure of a Middle Eastern professional at a job 
is 5.2 years, and you should know that signing 
a job offer letter without scrutinizing each and 
every detail entailed is not a wise move. Here 
are a few pointers from the Bayt.com career 
experts on how to evaluate your job offer: 

1. Assess the basics

Not only does the salary classify as an essential 
component of the job offer, but other areas 
are also important to look at such as the 
type of contract, the probation period, the 
working hours, the working days, the reporting 
hierarchy, the job responsibilities, etc.

Evaluating Your Job Offer

2. Assess the salary offered

How does the salary offered weigh compared 
to salaries of other professionals with your 
same qualifications and experience in your 
country of residence? Ask around, get 
information from professionals in a similar 
position in other companies, network in 
relevant circles, and check online salary 
calculators, such as Bayt.com Salaries.

3. Assess the travel quota

Does your job require constant or occasional 
traveling? How occasional? Are you the 
type of person who doesn’t mind packing 
and unpacking 2 to 3 times a month? Do 
your personal responsibilities allow you such 
flexibility? It is very important for you to inquire 
about the traveling quota associated with your 
potential job in order for you to manage your 
own expectations.
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Evaluating Your Job Offer

4. Assess the career trajectory

Have you had a talk with your potential 
direct manager or recruiter about the future 
prospects of the position offered to you? 
Do they - and do you - foresee future 
growth in this position within the company? 
If you are looking for stability and continuous 
development, ensure early on that you have 
room for career growth if you take the role.

5. Assess the working conditions

Bayt.com ran an online poll about working 
conditions in the Middle East in order to 
shed light on the importance of a healthy 
working environment and its impact on the 
productivity and loyalty of employees. An 
overwhelming 64.3% of professionals surveyed 
stated that better working conditions would 
result in more loyalty, more productivity, and 
more job involvement - conditions that are 
yet to be provided by 45% of employers in 
the region. The top constituents of good 
working conditions include proper training and 
professional development schemes, generous 
incentives (e.g. vacation days, parking and 
education allowance), room for personal job 

authority and decision making, and good office 
setting (such as lighting, seating, lunch rooms). 

Look closely at these factors and assess where 
your potential employer stands in their regard 
before committing to the job offered to you. 
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The Do’s and Dont’s of Salary Negotiation

Salary negotiation is a tough art; if you 
master it you can get a sneak peek into what 
your employer’s “reservation price” is and use it 
to your advantage. The career experts at Bayt.
com have developed below a simple code of 
salary negotiation that is easy to follow, should 
the situation arise.

DO your homework

Many people are at a loss of words when they 
are asked about their salary expectations. It’s 
better to do your research about what the 
market rate for your prospective position is, 
rather than concoct an impromptu answer. 
When researching, go through Bayt.com 
Salaries to find more about the salary levels for 
your profession in your country of residence. 
You can also get in touch with recruiters and 
approach people in your network of friends 
and colleagues who would be willing to share 
salary information with you. Using all that 
salary intelligence as a baseline, you can tweak 

The Do’s And Don’ts of Salary Negotiation

it according to your own experience and 
qualifications and come up with a narrower 
range that you can confidently pitch to the 
potential employer.

DON’T say yes too soon

Accepting the offer put forward right away 
is inadvisable. Usually fresh graduates and 
job seekers who are relocating to a different 
geographical location make this mistake. 
Weighing the salary offered against your actual 
worth is important. Do not say yes unless you 
feel that the offer is reflective of the value you 
will offer to the firm. Not speaking up might 
lead you to feel underpaid, and receive lower 
increments and a slower salary growth as you 
move up the career ladder leaving you stressed 
and demotivated.

DON’T give a specific salary figure 

Always try to give a range, as it gives more 
room for negotiation. If the employer is offering 

something below your minimum, negotiate on 
the benefits.

DO consider other benefits

To look at salary alone and ignore other 
benefits is also a common error while 
negotiating salaries. Other factors should be 
considered like insurance coverage, the option 
to have flexible work timings, maternity and 
paternity leave, paid vacation days, etc. These 
factors have monetary value attached to them 
and should be grossed up with the salary figure 
to measure the value of your package.
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Quiz : Job Search Tactics
Choose the answer which relates to you the most, and make sure to be honest with yourself!

The Bayt.com Fresh Graduate’s Guide to Workplace Success Image by  Steve wilson
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Quiz: Job Search Tactics

1. Your email address on your CV is 
professional, your voice message is 
professional and you are answering all 
employer emails and messages promptly.

A. No. Your email address still reads something 
akin to hotbabes@yahoo.net or lifeofsloth@
gmail.com and your voice message is a funny 
tune from your favorite rock band. 

B. Yes. Your email address sounds professional 
but you are checking your email only once a 
week. 

C. Yes. Your email address sounds professional, 
the message on your answering machine is 
professional and you are answering all employer 
enquiries promptly. 

2. You start your job search 6 months 
before your anticipated start date.

A. No. You prepare your CV after you quit your 
job and start the job search then. 

B. No. You are confident you will secure a job 
immediately so there’s no point 

C. Yes. You always have a CV updated and ready 
even when you are not looking for a job and 
are always networking.

3. You have gone through a process of 
thorough self-assessment and are aware of 
your goals, skills, values, and interests.

A. Self-assessment? What’s that? 

B. You can vaguely summarize your skills as 
you’ve used them in your last job but haven’t 
really given your skill set, goals or interests 
much thought. 

C. Yes. After much self-analysis, you can 
readily define your skills, interests, values, goals, 
strengths, and accomplishments. 

4. You have thoroughly familiarized yourself 
with the job market and career options.

A. No. What’s the point? You’re ready to take 
any job that comes along at this stage! 

B. You are not sure how to familiarize yourself 
with the job market.

C. Yes. You have thoroughly researched 
different career options and selected a 
career field based on your research and self-
assessment activities. 

 5. Your job search strategy consists purely 
of responding to advertised job vacancies.

A. No. You send your CV absolutely everywhere 
and wait for a response. 

B. Yes. You see no point in sending your CV out 
to random places.

C. No. You have a multi-faceted job search 
strategy that also includes networking and 
contacting employers directly. 

6. You diligently send a cover letter with all 
CVs you send out.

A. No. Your CV is detailed enough. 

B. Depends on the job. 

C. Absolutely always. 

7. You keep an accurate record of all phone 
calls made, CVs and cover letters sent, 
interviews attended, etc.

A. No. You only have limited time to spend on 
your job search activities.

B. No. You remember them; you have a great 
memory! 

C. Yes. 
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Quiz: Job Search Tactics

8. Your CV is packed with keywords and 
action verbs to describe accomplishments.

A. You have no idea what keywords or action 
verbs are. 

B. Yes. Your CV is packed with action verbs 
but you haven’t taken the time to research 
appropriate keywords. 

C. Yes. All your accomplishments are described 
in terms of powerful action verbs and you 
always take the time to customize your CV to 
include all the keywords appropriate to your 
target role and industry. 

9. You are sending the same CV and cover 
letter to all the jobs you are applying for.

A. Yes of course. They were prepared by a 
professional and reflect all your experience and 
skills. 

B. You are customizing your cover letter but not 
your CV. 

C. Yes. Both your CV and cover letter are 
customized to the extent possible for the 
different positions you are applying for. 

10. Your cover letters are generically 
addressed to “To whom it may concern”.

A. Of course. You don’t know who is ultimately 
responsible for receiving them. 

B. Yes, and you always send them to HR. 

C. No. You always try to identify the name of 
the person responsible for the position you 
are applying for, and if you are unable to, you 
address it to the specific title, e.g. Dear Sales 
Director or Dear HR Director.

11. You always follow up on interviews with 
a ‘thank you’ letter to all the people you 
interviewed with.

A. No. If the interview didn’t go well you don’t 
bother. 

B. Yes. But you only send it to the person with 
the most influence. 

C. Yes. You always follow up on interviews with 
a thank you letter to each of the people you 
interviewed with. 

12. You can organize and successfully 
execute an effective direct mail job search 
campaign.

A. No. You don’t believe in approaching 
employer’s proactively. 

B. No. You wouldn’t know where to send your 
emails or how to follow up. 

C. Yes. You can plan such a campaign and 
implement it successfully making sure to follow 
up diligently and keep accurate ledgers of all 
activities. 

13. You can create a position for yourself in 
an organization.

A. No. If a position doesn’t exist it doesn’t exist. 

B. No. You are not very creative. 

C. Yes. Through your research and networking 
activities and informational interviews with 
the employer you are able to identify a need 
you can uniquely fill and position yourself 
accordingly. 
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Quiz : Job Search Tactics
What are your results?

Mostly A’s: 
You are not ready for your job search! Your attitude towards the job search is extremely callous. You don’t apply in as many places as 
possible and your CV, cover letter and overall strategy is not up to the mark. You don’t research or network enough either. It’s time to get 
your act together if you want to land your dream job!

Mostly B’s: 
You have the right attitude for the job search, but don’t know where to start. Your understanding on job search strategies is quite limited. 
Although you have a CV, cover letter and know where you want to work, you are finding it difficult to apply and attain the right job. With 
this Bayt.com guide and tips, you can get your ideal job very soon!

Mostly C’s: 
Congratulations, you have everything in order! Your job search strategies are in place and you have been applying to your target 
companies with customized CVs and cover letters. You thoroughly research the job role you want and consistently network with top 
professionals. You almost always ace job interviews and are sure to send thank you letters afterwards. Never forget to be a lifelong learner, 
with Bayt.com tips guiding you all the way!
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So you got the job! Now what? Landing a job isn’t enough. Your career 
path has just started therefore you must ensure success from the start. 
Get to know your colleagues and build a rapport with your boss. Be con-
fident, be real - be you. With advice from our experts, you can come into 
your own and shine!

Part 2:

Success at Work

Content
Five Ways to Have an Awesome First Week at Work
Four Signs of a WOW Professional
12 Ways to Improve Your Productivity at Work
Make Your Relationship with Your Boss Work for You
Tips to Increase Your Popularity at Work
Difficult Co-Worker? Deal With it!
Ten Signs You May Be Damaging Your Career
Quiz: Do You Have the Professional WOW Factor?
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Five Ways to Have an Awesome First Week at Work

Your first week at work is a stepping stone 
for your future career in the organization. No 
matter what type of personality you have or 
what job role you’ve got, here are five ways to 
make your first week at work both pleasant and 
career-boosting:

1. Learn the name game

You often find yourself observing a colleague 
speak about something very important but only 
one thought runs through your mind, “Darn! 
What’s his name?!” Human beings love their 
names; names function like unique identities for 
each and everyone of us.

Names can be difficult to remember though, 
especially if you work in a multi-cultural 
workplace. However, if you attach a special 
memory with this person or associate their 
name with something important to you, you 
might be able to remember their names 
straight away! Create an image in your head 
about that person’s features or personality, 

Five Ways to Have an Awesome First Week at Work

for example “Slim Sally” or “John the Joker”, 
or associate them with someone you already 
know such as a friend or sister with the same 
name. Such a mnemonic device will increase 
the number of names you remember.

2. Ask many questions

Having a degree and a lot of work experience 
may not make up for the fact that you don’t 
know everything about your new job. In fact, 
57.5% of MENA professionals feel much 
challenged in their job. Accept the fact that 
you are just getting started and ask a lot of 
questions. You may think that you are being 
annoying by asking questions, but that really 
isn’t the case. People like helping out, and most 
of all love sharing their knowledge. The trick is 
to ask intelligent and open-ended questions. 
Questions which merely result in a ‘yes’ or 
‘no’ answer will seem like a waste of time for 
both parties. Direct your questions about how 
things work in the office to everyone, from your 
manager to your co-worker. Get back to them 

when you have doubts. Remember, it is better 
to ask questions than to make a fatal mistake 
during your first week at work!

3. Be more than a ‘cog in the wheel’

So your company has more than a hundred 
employees and you are just one of them. You 
have been assigned a routine 9-to-6 job and 
before you know it, you’ve become a ‘cog in the
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Five Ways to Have an Awesome First Week at Work

wheel’. The way to avoid this is to make it clear 
from the first day that you are ready to take on 
more than what your job description requires. 
According to the Bayt.com ‘Work Satisfaction in 
the MENA’ poll, 42.1 % of respondents are not 
satisfied with their current job. Don’t let that 
happen to you. Clearly outline your goals and 
role with your manager, and suggest additional 
ways through which you can add value. Your 
suggestions may or may not be taken seriously, 
but at least you have communicated your 
enthusiasm and interest to your manager. 
Never stop selling yourself and you will always 
reap the rewards of your hard work!

4. Build relationships throughout the 
corporate chain

There are certain people in the office, such as 
the admin staff, IT staff and office caretakers, 
who are often overlooked. These are the 
unsung superheroes of the office that keep 
the workplace running smoothly, and to 
ignore them during your very first week is not 
advisable. When the Internet is down or when 
the pantry is out of coffee, the support staff is 
likely to help you if you share a good rapport 
with them. Be genuinely nice and polite to all.

5. Follow the Kaizen principle

‘Kaizen’ means continuous improvement in the 
Japanese language, and it is a principle you 
must follow, especially during your first week 
at work. According to the Bayt.com ‘Employee 
Engagement in the MENA’ poll, 52.2 % of 
professionals in the MENA region always 
receive feedback to help them improve their 
performance. You should not be afraid to ask 
your superiors and co-workers for feedback, 
and take their criticism in good spirits. Any 
feedback is always good feedback, so take it 

with a pinch of salt. Set improvement goals 
for the next week, next month, and next year. 
Let everyone know that you’re not afraid of 
change, and exude optimism at all times! 
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Four Signs of a WOW Professional

Does it truly matter to be a WOW professional? Isn’t it enough to be really, 
really good at what you do? Isn’t good enough, enough? Actually it does matter. The 
difference between that A and that A+, is that ‘+’ mark of outstanding performance, 
dedication and ability.  It may not be the end of the world by any means, but it sure does 
make a difference in defining a professional’s commitment to excellence. Here are four 
signs of a WOW professional.

Four Signs of a WOW Professional

Are You a WOW 
Professional?
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Four Signs of a WOW Professional Image by Rupert Ganzer

WOW professionals are humble

To step up to be a WOW professional, curb that defensive 
impulse you get when faced with constructive criticism. 
Understand and accept that this will help you identify 
weaknesses and areas of improvement.

WOW professionals are persistent

These professionals take failure in their stride; to them 
roadblocks are an opportunity for learning and creativity, and 
not a stumbling block. WOW professionals know that success 
does not come easily; it takes hard work, a firm resolve, fearless 
determination, and patience. 

WOW professionals respect others

WOW professionals demonstrate respect at work by being fair, 
equal to all, and getting along well with others. Showing respect 
at work does more than just creating an ambiance of civility; it 
shapes your organization’s corporate culture.

WOW professionals never stop learning

The Bayt.com ‘Career Advancement in the MENA‘ poll reveals 
that  the willingness to learn is believed to be the single 
most important factor necessary to succeed in one’s career, 
according to 30.5% of polled professionals.
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12 Ways to Improve Your Productivity at Work

Between constant meetings, phone calls 
and emails, staying productive at work can 
be a challenge. However, the odds of staying 
productive can be greatly improved by taking a 
few simple steps.

Here are tips from the Bayt.com team to help 
you make the most of your time at work:

1. Don’t let emails take over your day

We are all so accustomed to email that as 
soon as we see a new email in our inbox we 
instinctively click on it and respond. These 
seemingly tiny activities during the day can 
quickly add up to large amounts of time that 
not only cause your day to slip away, but also 
distract you from completing your tasks.

If replying to or disposing of an email takes less 
than two minutes, do it right away. Also, send 
less to receive less; keep your emails short and 
to the point. 

12 Ways to Improve Your Productivity at Work

2. Eliminate unnecessary meetings

Face-to-face communication is essential 
(email is fraught with misinterpretation), but be 
ruthless about protecting your time and avoid 
any meeting that isn’t truly necessary.

3. Learn to say ‘No’

While everyone wants to be a good team 
player at work, saying ‘no’ is sometimes the 
right thing to do. If you are not the best 
person for a task, or if you have other pending 
deadlines, it is OK to turn down a work request.

4. Make lists

Creating to-do lists is perhaps the single most 
important productivity booster. Keep multiple 
lists: the short-term must-dos and the longer-
term items. Also, clearly define the tasks that 
can be delegated, and then actually delegate 
them. 

Divide your to-do list into different sections:   

(1) What you have to do right away, (2) What you 
have to do in the next few days, and (3) What can 
wait until later. That way, you always know what’s 
coming next, and you don’t have to worry about 
forgetting something.

By arranging your workday so that you tackle 
your most important priorities together, you 
will save time, be more efficient, and ultimately 
produce higher quality work. In addition, by 
starting your day with the most important task, 
you will increase your productivity and get your 
day off to a good start.

5. Finish the tasks you dread most first

Procrastination settles in during a regular day 
at work for several reasons. One common 
problem is the requirement to complete least-
favorite tasks. The best way to put an end to 
procrastination before it even comes into the 
picture is to complete the tasks that we dislike. 
As soon as those are done, the remaining day 
becomes instantly more exciting!
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12 Ways to Improve Your Productivity at Work

6. Swear off social media

If you don’t need it for work, save Facebook for 
home and turn off Twitter during the workday. 
Distraction from social media was mentioned 
as the top distraction at work by 25% of MENA 
professionals in the Bayt.com ‘Distractions at 
Work in the MENA’ poll.

7. Clear off your desk

Spend the last (of first) 15 minutes of each 
workday cleaning off your desk. Trash what you 
don’t need and file things once a day. If your 
desk is messy, you’ll almost certainly struggle 
to stay productive. Get magazine files, drawers 
and helpful storage solutions to keep your desk 
in order. De-clutter and get organized and 
you’ll start each day with a clean slate! 30% of 
professionals feel that a more professional work 
environment would help reduce distraction at 
work.

8. Make use of technology

There are amazing tools that you can use in 
the office to make you more productive and 
ultimately save time during the workday. Use 

GoogleDocs to collaborate with colleagues 
on documents. Use calendar planning tools 
to sync up your schedules with colleagues. 
Use Skype for video conferencing so that 
you can potentially reduce the need to travel 
for meetings. Also, work with your IT team to 
see if they have suggestions on which new 
technologies can be used to save time. They 
can be a tremendous resource not only to you, 
but to the entire organization as well.

9. Clear your mind

You don’t need to sit in the lotus position and 
chant, but you should take a few minutes - 
several times a day - to calm and clear your 
mind.

10. Take frequent breaks

People underestimate the importance of taking 
a break during the workday. While it’s important 
to be dedicated to your job, sitting and staring 
at a computer screen for hours at a time can 
actually be counterproductive. It can make you 
tired, groggy, and less productive that you could 
be. So get up, walk around the office and take a 
few minutes for a short ‘mental break’. 

11. Limit multitasking

Sounds unreasonable for today’s professional, 
right? Truth is, we’d all be much more 
productive if we stopped multitasking. In fact, 
career experts agree that the brain serves you 
better if you only focus on one thing at a time. 
So block out time to do specific tasks, and don’t 
switch from one activity to another at any given 
time.

12. Get in early 

A quiet, empty office inherently means 
less distractions, so arrive early before the 
workroom gets crowded. Coworkers are one 
of the biggest distractions and can really put a 
damper on your daily productivity. 

Being productive at work requires focus and 
energy. And if you think you could be more 
productive at the office on any given workday, 
you probably could! 
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Make Your Relationship With Your Boss Work for You

Are you suffering from work doldrums? Are your eyes riveted to that exit door 
more often than you care to admit? Do you get a sinking feeling at the slightest 
pitter patter of your manager’s footsteps as he approaches the office in the morning? 
Chances are your relationship with your manager is in a rut. According to a Bayt.com 
poll, 71.5% of managers in the MENA describe their relationships with their team as 
friendly, while almost a quarter claim a more formal relationship.

Time to Make Your 
Presence Felt

Make Your Relationship With Your Boss Work for You
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Imagination is more important 
than knowledge.

-Albert Einstein

The Bayt.com Fresh Graduate’s Guide to Workplace Success Image by  jinterwas
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Make Your Relationship With Your Boss Work for You

Here are a few tips from the Bayt.com career experts:
Understand your manager’s expectations 
Make it a point to walk up to them and speak up in case you are 
unclear about anything related to your work – they will appreciate 
your candor. 

Put yourself in your manager’s shoes 
Remember, your boss also has a boss and different stakeholders to 
answer to, and your performance, priorities and choices affect his own 
performance, deliverables and upward mobility. It helps if you truly 
understand the broader picture of what your manager is trying to 
achieve and the hurdles he faces.

Maintain an open and constructive channel of communication 
Rather than bursting out in occasional loud defensive confrontations 
as a result of built up frustrations at work, aim to maintain an open 
channel of constructive dialogue with your manager at all times. Ask 
for regular meetings where your performance is appraised and where 
you can ask questions and fill your manager in on your progress.

Go the extra mile 
Your boss is away and his prized orchids are dying in his office? Yes we 
know you are not a gardener, but no harm watering them as a nice 
caring touch! Remember your boss may be a great manager but is not 
necessarily a mind-reader and it’s up to you to take the initiative to 
show where and how you can excel.
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Show your 
presence matters
Is your presence more 
or less of similar impact 
as your absence at 
work? Time to make 
your presence felt!  
Lying low and doing 
the minimum amount 
of work will not earn 
you favors with your 
boss or in your career, 
so raise your head a 
little.

Have a winning 
character
Apart from great 
technical and team 
players skills, strong 
character and integrity 
are among the 
qualities most coveted 
by employers in the 
MENA, as shown in the 
Bayt.com ‘Middle East 
Workplace Dynamics’ 
poll. 
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Tips to Increase Your Popularity at Work Image by Rupert Ganzer

Genuinely see the best in those around you

Rather than dwelling on your colleagues’ areas of weakness and 
deficiency; aim to bring out the best in them. A genuine positivity in 
your outlook and approach will reap tremendous benefits in terms 
of how others perceive you and will earn you kudos as you try to 
get buy-in from colleagues and different stakeholders within your 
organization.

Tips to Increase Your Popularity at Work

Aim to be interested rather than just interesting

Do you turn every story you hear into a story about you? Are 
you perhaps known in some circles as a little egocentric or self-
centered at times? Try to show more interest in other people 
and be as genuine as you can. Practice active listening, instead of 
talking, and genuinely show empathy and understanding.
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Tips to Increase Your Popularity at Work Image by Rupert Ganzer

Watch your professionalism at all times

No harm in being the wit of the office or the office night owl 
as long as you are never trespassing on any professional codes 
of conduct. Render permanently to never-land anything that 
smacks of belittling, demeaning or badmouthing colleagues or ex-
employers,

Lend a helping hand when you can

Watch your popularity quotient soar as you offer to help around 
the office, be it in planning the next company fiesta, spearheading 
a recycling drive, finding a new home for the company parrot, or 
assisting a member of the team in a difficult task or project.  

Image by  Saad Faruque
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Tips to Increase Your Popularity at Work Image by Rupert Ganzer

Get involved

Try to make a real difference in whatever way you enjoy and think 
you can contribute best. If you bake the best summer fruit tart, 
grow a fiercely redolent calla lily, or paint a lovely rustic scene, do try 
to share the fruits of your labor with your colleagues, either within 
or after office hours; sharing is caring after all!  

Don’t play favorites

If you have heard it once you have heard it umpteen times over 
in various tones and contexts: treat others as you would like to be 
treated. This includes not playing favorites in the workplace and 
never being less than charitable towards anyone. Aim to spread 
peace, cooperation and goodwill at work.

Image by  screenpunk
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Ten Signs You May Be Damaging Your Career

“O, how full of briers is this working-
day world!” is the famous Shakespearian 
quote. External pressures, thorns, obstacles 
and difficulties aside, how many of us are 
responsible for unwittingly hampering our 
chances of career success through our 
own misplaced and misguided attitudes and 
behaviors? Below are ten common faux-pas 
that can ruin a career and should be avoided at 
all costs.

1. Poor time management

Missing deadlines, failing to abide by agreed 
timelines, arriving to meetings late and generally 
disrespecting approved schedules is a surefire 
way to lose credibility and professional respect. 
Try to value each and every minute. 

2. Failure to deliver on promises

A promise made should be a promise kept if 
your professional credibility is to remain intact. 

Ten Signs You May Be Damaging Your Career

Avoid making promises you cannot deliver on. 
Unless you are known as someone who can 
be strictly depended on to follow through and 
deliver on-time, you are likely to be passed over 
for promotions and key assignments. When 
you do need more time or resources for an 
assignment, communicate the requirement 
formally and professionally, and manage the 
situation to show you are in control and will not 
be sacrificing on quality of delivery.

3. Poor accountability

Accountability, a close relative of honesty, is an 
essential character trait in today’s workplace. 
Avoid becoming known as the sour apple 
who takes all credit and throws around all 
blame. If you have made an error, admitting to 
it in a timely manner avoids an unnecessary 
escalation, earns you the confidence and 
respect of those around you, and indicates 
professionalism, honesty and maturity.

4. Poor interpersonal skills

All research indicates that emotional 
intelligence and people skills are an essential 
ingredients for success in life and at work. 
Whether it is suppliers, clients, superiors, 
colleagues or subordinates you are dealing with, 
the quality and success of that relationship will 
be largely predicated by how personable you 
are and how pleasant you are to interact with. 
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Ten Signs You May Be Damaging Your Career

5. Poor team skills

A good team-player is able to work cohesively 
within a team framework, and contribute, 
collaborate, communicate and challenge to 
meet specific goals within that framework. 
Inability to see beyond one’s self, work well 
with everyone, find the good qualities of others 
in the team, communicate persuasively and 
effectively, listen actively and attentively, give 
and welcome input, offer encouragement 
and assistance where needed, show respect, 
patience and courtesy inevitably lead to 
marginalization and failure to meet personal 
and professional goals.

6. Lack of ethics or professionalism

Conducting personal business on the job 
and any other activities that show flagrant 
disrespect for company time, resources and 
property are both unethical and unprofessional. 
Chatting endlessly on the job, office gossip, 
wasting office supplies, lying about important 
work-related matters, back-biting the boss, 
spreading office secrets, routinely bringing 
personal matters to the workplace all fall under 
this category.

7. Lack of initiative

Complacency is a surefire road to professional 
mediocrity. To succeed, it is essential that you 
continue to show enthusiasm, stretch the limits, 
be proactive, and test the boundaries in the 
interest of innovation. Take responsibility

for your personal and professional growth and 
continue to build momentum in your training 
and professional development activities. If you 
choose to simply lie low and casually bide your 
time while others race ahead in their careers, 
you will most probably be overlooked for 
promotions and plum assignments, and your 
skills may well eventually become redundant.

8. Inability to handle pressure

Every job entails a certain amount of stress 
and pressure, and failure to recognize and 
handle the strain may lead to a pronounced 
and sustained decline in performance. Learn to 
recognize stress and cope with it professionally 
and effectively. Take breaks and holidays when 
needed, and learn to manage stress and cope 
with pressure so that it is not an ongoing 
problem for you. It may be that the pressures 
mounting on you are due to poor time 
management or delegation skills, or weakness 
in a certain area in which case developing your 
skills in these areas is highly advisable.

Image by  kris krüg
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Ten Signs You May Be Damaging Your Career

9. Lone ranger syndrome

Team skills are essential in today’s marketplace 
as is getting along with others and 
communicating your accomplishments regularly 
and professionally. Do not try to isolate yourself 
and excel quietly in private, as chances are 
your performance will not get the exposure 
and credit it deserves. Personal marketing 
and effective relationship management are 
key to career success. Aim to regularly and 
professionally communicate your private coups 
to your manager and others in a position to 
help your career advancement, and do not 
assume your great work and personal victories 
will automatically get noticed and given the 
credit they deserve.

10. Stasis

You may well be in your comfort zone and 
doing very well there but if you don’t challenge 
yourself in pursuit of further growth and 
development and continuously move forward 
and upward, you may lose your equilibrium 
sooner than you expected. Have a vision in 
mind as pertains to your career and formulate a 
clear strategy and timeline for getting there.
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Difficult Co-Worker? Deal with it!

We are surrounded by diverse types 
of people in all facets of our lives, and the 
workplace is naturally no exception. Some 
co-workers can be agreeable, cooperative 
and responsive, while others can fall under 
the “Difficult People” umbrella. Difficult can 
vary from being too picky, to failing to keep 
commitments, to over criticizing, etc.

The fact that one spends at least a third of 
his day at the workplace means shrugging off 
feelings of unease is not really feasible as this 
would only impel stress levels to climb and 
eventually employee productivity to suffer.

Bayt.com career experts share below their 
top tips for dealing with difficult people at the 
workplace:

1. Put yourself in your co-worker’s shoes

Try asking yourself why your co-worker is 
being difficult. What are the reasons behind 
his hostility/ insecurity/ under delivering? Only 

Difficult Co-Worker? Deal with it!

once you develop a better understanding of 
where the other party is coming from and 
define what is affecting his/ her actions will 
you be able to take this to the next level. 
Gathering as much information as possible in 
order to analyze the real problem is greatly 
recommended. Get in touch with other 
associates who have previously – or still do – 
interact with the difficult co-worker and get 
as much feedback as possible so that you can 
better review and assess the situation. 

2. Maintain an open mind

Stay flexible while assessing the situation and 
observe it from all different angles. This will 
allow you to draw different scenarios that could 
be implemented - bearing in mind the end 
result should reflect a win-win situation for 
both ends. The way to do this is to not take it 
personally and to stay grounded. We all have 
our flaws and neither you nor your co-worker 
can be “perfect”, so focus on the bigger picture 
rather than the minor details.

3. Communicate explicitly with your co-
worker

Do not fret about being transparent and laying all 
your cards on the table. If a co-worker’s behavior 
is not one you can manage to tolerate, or one 
that you deem inappropriate or unfair, pointing 
it out politely, professionally and in private is 
absolutely acceptable. You can expect difficult 
people to strongly rebel at first and react angrily, 
but rest assured, once they see where you’re 
coming from and realize this will work for not 
only your benefit, but also theirs, they will cool 
down and give it serious thought. At the end of 
day, no employee wishes to see his, his team’s, or 
his department’s quality of work being negatively 
impacted by his own destructive behavior. 

Finally, all that “difficult people“ may need at times 
is a simple nudge, a wake-up call to push them to 
take constructive action. 
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Quiz : Do you have a WOW factor?
Choose the answer which relates to you the most, and make sure to be honest with yourself!

The Bayt.com Fresh Graduate’s Guide to Workplace Success
  Image on Flickr
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Quiz: Do you have a WOW factor?

1. Are you well-known and respected in 
your field?

A. Yes

B. No

2. Do you more often than not go the extra 
mile in whatever task you do?

A. Yes

B. No

3. Do you find you usually have the support 
of your superiors and team?

A. Yes

B. No

4. Do you consider yourself innovative?

A. Yes

B. No

5. Do you make an extra effort while 
dressing for important meetings/events?

A. Yes

B. No

6. Do you often find yourself gossiping or 
engaging in negative conversation at work 
or during group projects?

A. No

B. Yes

7. Are you always reading and engaging in 
self-development activities?

A. Yes

B. No

8. Do you have a sound attention to detail?

A. Yes

B. No

9. Are you a great problem solver?

A. Yes

B. No

10. Are you persistent with your goals when 
things don’t go to plan?

A. Yes

B. No
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Quiz : Do you have a WOW factor?
What are your results?

Mostly A’s: 
You are definitely a WOW professional. You look and behave extremely professionally. Everyone in the office respects your opinion and 
you always have support from the management. You are innovative, dedicated, persistent with your goals, have an attention to detail, and 
always strive to improve.

Mostly B’s: 
Unfortunately, you are falling short of certain qualities of a WOW professional. You are unwilling to go the extra effort and are content 
with being at your current level. Use this handbook as a guide to take your career to the next level.
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Once you have settled in at work, it can get difficult to have a healthy, 
manageable work-life balance. However, it’s important not to neglect this 
aspect of your life. Be responsible for your career, and your wellbeing!

Part 3:

Work-Life Balance

Content
Top Tips to Stay Healthy at the Workplace 
Four Time Management Tips that Will Improve Your Productivity 
How to Deal With Stress at Work 
Eight Ways to Be a Lifelong Learner 
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Top Tips to Stay Healthy at the Workplace

Maintaining a healthy lifestyle at the workplace represents one of the biggest 
dilemmas that working professionals are faced with around the world today. Sitting in 
front of a computer screen 8 to 10 hours a day, 5 to 6 days a week, naturally drains 
one’s energy levels and affects one’s health over time. Here are Bayt.com’s top tips to 
promote a healthier wellbeing and a better lifestyle at work.

Top Tips to Stay Healthy at the Workplace

Be healthy, be 

productive!

Image by  epSos .de
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Top Tips to Stay Healthy at the Workplace Image by Rupert Ganzer

Do not miss breakfast: Make time for breakfast every 
morning

A hearty breakfast is key to maintaining your food balance 
throughout the day.

Get your homemade food with you to the office

Pack your lunch: a homemade lunch is by all means much healthier 
than vending machine treats and many food court fast foods. Also, 
keep healthy snacks within reach at your desk so that you can 
easily and readily shun all unhealthy food cravings.

Image by  Matt Seppings
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Top Tips to Stay Healthy at the Workplace Image by Rupert Ganzer

Get out of the office during your lunch break

Regardless of whether it’s a 30-minute or an hour-long lunch 
break, make it a point to get out of the office and take a stroll 
around your building or the neighborhood. If it’s too hot or too 
cold to walk outside grab a taxi and up that heart rate by enjoying a 
brisk walk at the closest mall/ shopping center, etc.

Keep your body hydrated at all times

Always have your bottles of water with you. Do not settle for less 
than 8 glasses a day. Keep your water within reach at all times while 
working in order for you to avoid dehydration, lack of energy, and 
eventually inefficiency at work.

Image by  Magdalena Roeseler
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Top Tips to Stay Healthy at the Workplace Image by Rupert Ganzer

Keep the motion going

Do you need to share a word with a colleague down the hall? Walk 
down to him/ her instead of using the phone or e-mail. This simple 
effort will keep your blood circulation in tune.

Raise the health issue to management

Being a full-time employee translates into spending most of your 
time at work. Do you and your colleagues trust management 
should better equip you with healthy lifestyle boosting measures? 
Suggest the options you find viable to the upper echelons in your 
organization.

Image by  Alan Cleaver
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How to Deal With Stress at Work

Stress at work is inevitable. According to 
the Bayt.com ‘Work Satisfaction in the MENA’ 
poll released in November 2012, a whopping 
74.1% of professionals in the MENA region are 
stressed by their jobs, with 34.8% affirming that 
their stress is ongoing. Fortunately, there are 
many things you can do to minimize and cope 
with stress. Here, we give you ways for handling 
stress effectively:

1. Take control of your environment

If someone causes you stress, limit the amount 
of time you spend with that person; if traffic’s 
got you tense, take a longer but less-traveled 
route; if going to the market is an unpleasant 
chore, do your grocery shopping online, and so 
on…

2. Pare down your to-do list

Know your limits and stick to them. Whether 
in your personal or professional life, learn how 

How to Deal With Stress at Work 

to refuse added responsibilities. Taking on more 
than you can handle is a surefire recipe for 
stress.

3. Express your feelings instead of bottling 
them up

If something or someone is bothering you, 
communicate your concerns in an open and 
respectful way. If you don’t voice your feelings, 
resentment will build and the situation will likely 
remain the same.

4. Manage your time better

Poor time management can cause a lot of 
stress. When you’re stretched too thin and 
running behind, it’s hard to stay calm and 
focused. But if you plan ahead, you can alter 
the amount of stress you’re under.

5. Exercise regularly

Physical activity plays a key role in reducing 

and preventing the effects of stress. Try to make 
exercising or walking to work a daily habit.

6. Eat a healthy diet

Well-nourished bodies are better prepared to 
cope with stress, so be mindful of what you eat. 
Start your day right with a healthy, balanced 
breakfast to keep your energy up and your mind 
clear throughout the day! 
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The journey 
of a thousand miles
begins with one step.
-Lao Tzu

The Bayt.com Fresh Graduate’s Guide to Workplace Success Image by  Jesus Solana
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Four Time Management Tips That Will Improve Your Productivity

Finish all ‘thinking tasks’ when you are the most fresh

Every professional has two types of tasks; those that require your 
utmost focus and attention, and those that can be done without 
thinking. It is advisable to finish ‘thinking tasks’ before lunch, when 
you are fresh and alert, and the latter after lunch. This way, tasks 
that require brain work can be completed faster, saving you more 
time.

Four Time Management Tips That Will Improve Your Productivity

Take breaks

Sometimes, all you need to do is pull yourself together and go 
downstairs for a walk. Other times, you could switch your computer 
screen off for some time and close your eyes. Taking 10-minute 
breaks every hour or so will improve your productivity, and in the 
long run, will make you more efficient. 

Say ‘no’ when required

You might be scared to say no to your boss. But in truth, your 
manager might respect the fact that you are being assertive. This 
doesn’t mean you refuse flat out. You could say something like “I 
won’t be able to fit it into my schedule right now, but I am happy to 
do it at a later time”.

Keep what you need to do in front of your eyes

At the start of each day, write down everything you need to do in 
order of priority. As the day progresses, you will feel much lighter as 
you know most of your tasks have been done. You could use your 
computer, mobile, or pen and paper - anything that suits you really 
- to list down your work and do it efficiently.
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Eight Ways to Be a Lifelong Learner

Al  lvin Toffler said “The illiterate of the 21st 
century will not be those who cannot read and 
write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn and 
relearn.”

This quote more or less summarizes the 
importance of continual learning in today’s 
ever-changing times. The best way to approach 
the process of ongoing discovery is with zest 
and ardor. The career experts at Bayt.com have 
eight suggestions you can incorporate in your 
life to make continual learning work for you.

1. Read voraciously literature related to 
your career

77.9% of respondents in a Bayt.com poll 
indicated that they read constantly, and 69.6% 
said they believe reading is vital to their career 
progress. Many books are absolute business 
classics, while others may be very specific to 
your chosen domain. Our advice? Consult book 
reviews and industry journals when uncertain 
and always aim to stay ahead.

Eight Ways to Be a Lifelong Learner

2. Write about your learnings 

Share your learnings through a blog or by 
writing articles or summary notes if you feel 
comfortable. If you are not comfortable sharing, 
do take and keep notes for yourself. Active 
reading involves jotting ideas and taking notes, 
and involves a higher level of participation and 
learning. Plus, these notes and ideas may come 
in very handy later on.

3. Teach someone

It’s proven that teaching is often the best way 
to learn because we learn from our students’ 
burning questions as well as from preparing to 
be the best teachers we can be. If you have no 
student or mentee, perhaps you can organize a 
learning circle for people with similar interests 
who respect your knowledge.
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Eight Ways to Be a Lifelong Learner

4. Develop interests and read in non-job 
related areas 

You would be surprised at the value you can 
derive, both in your career and in your life in 
general, from becoming better-rounded in your 
knowledge and skills and becoming an expert 
in a matter you are passionate about, even if 
it seems unrelated to your career. Most skills 
are transferable and you are sure to find some 
way to incorporate your learnings in your job at 
some point. Even if you don’t, by indulging your 
learning interests you will become a much more 
interesting, satisfied and fulfilled professional.

5. Learn from video and audio not just 
reading

There is plenty of choice available when it 
comes to the medium of learning these days, 
so by all means mix and match and don’t 
limit yourself. You may find your best cooking 
lessons come from a video channel, while 
you may find a new language is best acquired 
through audio while on the treadmill at the 
gym, for example. 

6. Take courses and attend seminars/
conferences whenever you can

It’s great to sit back and listen to experts’ 
perspectives and join in healthy classroom 
discourse in a structured environment every 
now and then. If you cannot physically attend 
courses, you may want to

try online courses. A Bayt.com poll showed 
that 39.3% professionals in the MENA say they 
would consider pursuing an online course if 
given a chance.

7. Join discussions in your area of interest

Try not to be a passive learner; ask and answer 
questions participate in expert discussions. 
Take advantage of the energies and synergies 
around you and aim to find and contribute to 
best practices, innovations and solutions.

8. Enjoy the process of learning and treat it 
as a lifelong journey

Learning can be fun and immensely satisfying, 
especially when you have the luxury of 
choosing and controlling the pace and setting 
of the subject matter. 

Enjoy the journey and celebrate every learning 
along the way! 
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Thank you for reading this guide!
We hope that it helps you kickstart your career.

For more information, and to register, please visit: 
www.bayt.com
 
Check out our blog for awesome articles, related to job 
search and success at work: 
blog.bayt.com

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter to stay up-to-date with 
the latest trends in the MENA job market:
      www.facebook.com/baytcom

      www.twitter.com/baytcom

http://www.bayt.com
http://blog.bayt.com 
https://www.facebook.com/Baytcom
https://twitter.com/baytcom
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